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City pays for extended bus hours, students reap benefits
Though SLO
Transit route
five usually ran
behind sched
ule, officials
adjusted the
route to run
later and stop
on campus
more often.
The bus travels
through the
Cal Poly,
Foothill and
Madonna
areas.
GRAIGMAIVrLE
MUSTANC DAILY

California
anxious about
unusually
dry January

although they did work closely with the city of San Luis
MUSTANG DAILY
Obispo in the decision to change the schedule.
“We met with Associated Students Inc. President Todd
The SLO Transit bus route five was reconfigured by the Maki last year and talked about positive changes that could be
city of San Luis Obispo at the beginning of the year after it made. We bounced ideas off each other and came up with a
was constantly falling behind by as many as 30
solution. It’s really been a rather good experi
minutes. Route five runs through Cal Poly
ence working together,” Bochum said.
and stops in front of the University Union.
So far the new schedule has received only
The new schedule adjustment includes Check out mustangdally.net positive feedback and the bus delays have sub
bypassing a stop located further away from for the updated bus schedule. sided despite the continued popularity of the
campus and allowing the bus to stop in front
route.
of the UU more often and an hour later than previously.
“I really like it just because I don’t have to worry about
“By slightly adjusting the route we were able to make an bothering my roommates for a ride or riding my bike home
additional stop at Cal Poly without significantly rising costs in the cold. It’s nice knowing there’s going to be a bus there
since the route isn’t any longer,” said department director of when I’m done with class,” said Nick San Juan, psychology
Public Works Tim Bochum.
and child development senior.
Cal Poly is not responsible for any of the costs caused by
Route five begins downtown and stops at the UU,
the adjustments, which Bochum said are very minimal.
see Bus, page 2
Samantha Freitas

‘Seeds of Hope’ sent to Zambia

Terence Chea
ASStX lATfcD I'KFSS

SAN
FRA N CISCO
—
California experienced one of its
driest jatiuarys on record, a worri
some development for a state that
relies on winter rain and snow for
Its water supplies.
The unusually dry weather is
stirring anxiety among some farm
ers and water managers, hut
California’s water supplies are still
healthy, thanks to heavy storms last
winter that filled the state’s reser
voirs.
The state’s snowpack is 57 per
cent below normal levels, and the
Sierra Nevada only saw about 17
percent o f its normal precipitation
in January, said Elissa Lynn, senior
meteorologist
at
the
state
Department of Water Resources.
But water levels in the state’s
reservoirs are still slightly above
average because the state got 20
percent more precipitation than
average last year.
“We may have a dry year overall,
but our reservoir storage is in great
shape from last year,” Lynn said.
“From the state water storage per
spective, it’s not a drought.”
Water agencies around the state
are closely monitoring water sup
plies and hope that February and
March will make up for the precip
itation shortfall, said Jennifer
Persike, spokeswoman for the
Association o f California Water
see Weather, page 2
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Business students gathered on Mott Lawn on Wednesday to raise money for several Zambian villages in need of clean water. A drill rig, dis
playing the importance of water sanitation, will be sent along with sand filters and a brick-making press.

Com rnittœ discusses libmiys fiiturc, plans for coffee shop
Jackie Pugh
MUSTANG DAILY

NICK CAMACHO

MUSTANG DAILY

Library officials are discussing adding a cafe and mak
ing the reading room open 24 hours a day.

The Robert E. Kennedy Library will be
witnessing some changes to the second floor
Learning Commons in the near future. With
the population at Cal Poly growing, the need
for more group study rooms has become a
pressing issue.
A student advisory committee has been
created by the Associated Students Inc. (ASI)
to lead discussions between students and
Michael Miller, dean of library services.
Some of the issues on the forefirmt are
expanding the Learning Commons, adding a
cafe and making the reading room available

24 hours a day.
“I guess further out, maybe in about 2013,
we will be opening a major expansion to the
building,” Miller said.
The existing Learning Commons are on
the north wing of the second floor which
face the new engineering buildings. Yet, any
changes made to this part of the library are
heavily dependent on funding.
“What we’d like to do is integrate the
btx)ks that are on that wing now into the
other levels of the library and open up the
space to create a series of group project
rooms,” Miller said. “Students have a lot of
projects and yet there are very few places that
see Library, page 2
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Agencies, which represents 450 public water
agencies in the state.
Still, Fersike said,“w ere not panicking.”
But for Central Valley farmers, the dry spell
marks its latest battle with Mother Nature. Last
spring brought floods, the summer scorched fields
with triple-digit heat and a recent cold snap
destroyed much of the state’s $1 billion citrus
crop.
While most of the state’s crops are irrigated,
wheat, barley, oats and grasses that depend on
rainfall are suffering.
Hay farmers in the Imperial Valley lost their
first cutting due to dry weather, a problem that
will impact those growers as well as cattle ranch
ers looking for hay to feed animals on parched
rangeland, said Dave Kranz, a spokesman for the
California Farm Bureau Federation.
Wheat growers in Riverside County may not
even be able to plant this year, said Bonnie
Fernandez, executive director of the Woodlandbased California Wheat Commission.
“ It’s starting to be a concern,” Fernandez said.
“ It’s too soon to tell what that’s going to mean
long-term, but we’re at the point where we need
to know whether to irrigate.”
Cherry farmers in Northern California are
worried that rainstorms come later in the season,
which could hurt cherry trees already in bloom
and reduce the crop size.
The lack of rainfall could also be leading to
more wildfires, including a recent blaze that
destroyed multimillioti dollar homes in Malibu,
said Joe Edimstoii, executive director of the Santa
Monica Mountains C'onservancy.
“ It's very atypical to have a January fire,”
Edmiston said. “ Typically you can put your fire
gear away by mid-December. Up until a couple
days ago, we were on fire deployment.”

Library
continued from page I

gmups can go to find an environment
that supports their work.”
The new rooms would have white
boards and display technology so that
groups could bring their own laptops.
And while the new rooms would
.iccount for most of the space on the
flmir, the section of the same north
wing that lotiks over the reading
room would be turned into a coffee
shop.
“That doesn’t have a timeline
because it depends on who we would
work with, whether it be Starbucks or
Feet’s,” Miller said.
Miller also seemed optimistic
about making the reading room on
the first floor a 24-hour faciliry’ by
next fall. However, for the changes
R'garding the Learning Commons.
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Kimball Garrett, who oversees the ornithology
department at the Natural History Museum of
Los Angeles County, said they won’t know the
extent of the damage to the bird population until
spring. But he predicted the lack of rain would
lead to less vegetation, resulting in the lower
breeding success of many species of birds.
California typically gets about 80 percent of its
rainfall during the winter, but cities statewide
reported significantly less than that in January,
according to Brian Tentinger, a meteorologist at
the National Weather Service in Monterey.
Sacramento recorded its driest January since it
began keeping records more than 150 years ago.
The city only saw 0.07 inches o f rain — less than
2 percent of its 4.15 inches it typically gets in
January.
“It’s weird,” said George Cline, a NWS fore
caster in Sacramento. “Usually January is a .wet
and cloudy month. It’s been clear and dry and
cold.”
San Francisco, which usually gets 4.45 inches of
rain in January, has only gotten 0.65 inches, mak
ing it the city’s fifth driest January in the past 150
years.
Fresno in California’s Central Valley has report
ed 0.59 inches, down significantly from the 2.16
inches it normally sees in January.
Los Angeles recorded 0.19 inches of rain, com
pared with the 3.33 inches it sees in an average
year. The city is on track to having its driest year
ever, receiving only about 20 percent of the rain
fall it expects at this time of year, said Jamie
Meier, an NWS meteorologist in Oxnard.
A high pressure ridge has blocked storms from
reaching California over the past month, and no
storms are expected for at least a week. But fore
casters said there’s still time for California to catch
up“ 1 wouldn’t worry too much just yet,”
A.SStK;iAI KO I’RKSS
Tentinger said. “You can make up for rainfall fair A pair o f skiers ride a lift at Homewood Ski Resort in Homewood, Calif. It was
one of the driest Januarys on record for cities across California and the relative
ly quickly.”
lack of rain and snow is causing problems for farmers.

the more than 1(K),(MK) volumes that
occupy the floor will take some time
to move.
“We have to handle each individ
ual volume by hand and then get the
people to come in and construct the
group ixx)ins.” Miller added. “The
best case scenario, I would like to
think, sometime next year it might be
available.”
Business and theatre junior Matt
Marini is the chair of the student
advisory committee and was chosen
by AS! Fresident Todd Maki to start
the board. Having previously been on
the executive staff, Marini jumped on
the chance to head this new opportu
nity.
“The dean of the library attends
our meeting?* and he asks us questions
for the students’ input,” Marini said.
The plans for the library are changing
and if the committee agrees or dis

agrees. the administrators will take
their opinions into consideration.
As of now, the committee repre
sents all six colleges with an 11 -mem
ber boaixl. Marini sent out an e-mail
to all the deans of the colleges asking
for students that would want to join
the committee.
“The first meeting will probably be
the second or third week of February
and we’ll probably meet once or
twice a month and more if appropri
ate,” Marini said.
The group will hold two meetings,
one with Miller asking questions
about renovations and the second will
be without him so that students can
see what needs to be changed.
“We wanted one with (Miller)
there and one without so that stu
dents’ ideas aren’t pushed in one
direction,” Marini said.
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
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Bus
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University Square, Descano and Los
Osos Valley Road, Laguna Village,
I lome I )epot, and the Fromenade.
C'al Foly also has bus stops in front
of the Mott (iym and the
Agricultural Science building via bus
routes four and six.
I’olyC'ard carriers can ride SLO
Transit for free by simply svsiping
their card. For .ill others, the fee is $1,
$n..5(l for seniors ,ind disabled, and
free fiir children.
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Study questions eflScacy o f the pill
“The new generation of hor ness rates over 99 percent.”
monal
contraceptives are very
Siemsen said the original news
OREGON DAILY EMERALD (U. OREGON)
report didn’t concern her and that
highly effective,” he said.
EUGENE, Ore. — A recent wire
University
Health
Center she is confident in the effectiveness
news service report, labeled as mis Director Tom ffyan called the ini of the pills.
leading by a Food and Drug tial report misconstrued. He said
“Someone can always add con
Administration official, warned there’s a chance the first generation doms to assure they’re adequately
that newer birth control pills of oral contraceptives were more protected,” Siemsen said. She added
appear to be less effective at pre effective, but they contained high that there might be concerns on
venting pregnancy than those levels of estrogen and progestin, the effectiveness of the pill in terms
approved decades ago. Uut the which caused side effects, as well as of body size.
story wasn’t enough to sway stu higher risks of serious complica
Most birth control companies
dent opinion on the pill.
tions.
test pills on average-weight
“ How can they be less efi'ective
“As a result, pills have been women, so the effects on over
after 40 years?” University of developed containing much lower weight and underweight women
(')regon senior Jordan O ucchiola doses of hormone,” Ryan said in an are unknown.
questioned.
e-mail.
Effectiveness also depends on the
University freshman Kaitlin
user’s
habits, Siesmen said.
He said it’s possible the efiectivePacheco said that she
“You need to take the pills
didn’t hear about the
_______
appropriately,” she said.
news.
Siesmen added that users
“Why would it not
should take the pill every
Few o f us can be consistently
be as effective?” she
day at the same time.
wondered.
perfect T he ‘actual use’ e fe c Siemsen said that the
University
senior
news report didn’t increase
tiveness for oral contaceptives
Sophie Kamesar said
student concerns about
she wouldn’t trust any
the birth control pill at the
is about 95 percent, as com 
initial reports warning
Health Center.
that newer birth con
“There weren’t any new
pared to perfect use effective
trol pills aren’t as effec
or different concerns,”
ness rates over 99 percent.
tive as older pills.
Siemsen said. “ People are
“There would have
always
interested in how
—Tom Ryan
to be a complete
effective the pill is versus a
U niversity Health O u t e r director
study,” she said.
_ _ _ _
condom or another con
An Associated Press
traceptive
m ethod,
story published last week reported ness of perfect use — taking the though.”
that newer contraceptives could pill at the same time every day and
At its meeting this month, FDA
have twice the failure rate than not being affected by other med officials discussed clinical trial
previous products. The article, ications or health problems — designs to include a broad range of
which quoted FDA meeting brief might be slighily lower compared users, according to an FDA state
ing documents, charged that birth to older, high-dose pills.
ment.
control pills approved in the 1960s
Ryan assured that the newer pills
“The whole point o f the meet
allowed less than one pregnancy are “highly effective contraceptives ing was really to say, ‘going for
when taken by 100 women for at while greatly decreasing side effects ward, what should clinical trials
least a year, while recently govern and risks for users.”
look like?”’Weitzman said.
ment-approved pills allow more
Newer birth control pills are
The FDA wants to investigate
than two pregnancies for every 100 better than 99 percent effective how well studies have documented
women.
with perfect use, said Jolene real-world use of new birth control
The FDA released a statement Siemsen, a nurse practitioner at the pills, which is less consistent than
on its Web site saying the article University Health Center.
in clinical studies, Weitzman said.
created misperceptions.
Nearly 12 million women in the
Ryan said that perfect use rates
FDA
spokesman
Mitchell don’t always mirror real-life situa United States were on the pill as of
Weitzman said the data presented tions.
2002, making it that country’s lead
in the story is inconclusive. He said
“Few of us can be consistently ing method o f contraception,
the data is misleading because perfect,” Ryan said. “The ‘actual according to a recent Centers for
newer pills are safer. Newer birth use’ effectiveness for oral contra Disease Control and Prevention
control pills release lower doses of ceptives is about 95 percent, as study. The top-selling pill is Ortho
hormones that stop ovulation.
compared to perfect use effective Tri-Cyclen.
Trevor Davis
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MUSTANG DEAL
MuchoGrande Burrito (Chicken, Beef, Pork) &Soda
Buntto Includes: Rice,Beans,Cheese,Cilantro,Onions,
Pko cteGallo,Salsa,Sour Cream&Guacamolej

Local briefs
SAN LUIS O B ISPO — Police issued a warning on Tuesday
that a sex offender was released from prison and may be staying in
local hotels until he finds a permanent residence.
Paul McMillen, 57, was convicted in 1995 and “has a history of
molesting neighbors’ pre-teen female children,” said Dan lilanke,
San Luis C')bispo police captain, in an e-mail. McMillen is being
tracked by parole officers with a GPS device.
“This Department believes that McMillen’s release presents a^
potential threat to the citizens of San Luis Obispo,” Blanke wrote
in the e-mail.
For any questions or concerns, detective Allison Martinez can be
reached at (805) 781-7317.
•

•

•

SAN LUIS O B ISPO — Police responded to a call made by
architecture freshman Jeffrey Hammerquist when he returned
home from the Kennedy Library to find the lattice fence outside his
porch knocked down and a shoeprint on his front door, though the
burglar didn’t get inside the apartment.
Police arrived on the scene just after midnight on Jan. 30 after
previously arresting Travis Andrews, 25, of Grover Beach on suspi
cion of robbery and burglary on Nipomo Street. Andrews was addi
tionally charged for attempted burglary for Hammerquist’s resi
dence on Buchón Street.
Andrews was booked and held at county jail for $85,000 bail.
• • •
CAL POLY — Director of Cal Poly Arts Ralph Hoskins began
his new position at Cal State Northridge’s regional performing arts
center on Wednesday.
After working at Cal Poly since 1996, Hoskins helped increase
the Performing Arts Center’s subscription base to five times its
original number and increased the number of yearly events from 26
to 50.
His position at Cal State Northridge will oversee the new per
forming arts center which is slated to begin construction after fall
2007.
— Compiled by ihe Mustann Daily staff
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“ I ride the bus twice a
“ I drive from Morro
week. 1 enjoy that its
Bay and it’s terrible. I feel
there but I wish the
like I should use public
hours were extended
transportation. It would
later, because sometimes I
save me the hassle of
want to go to town and I
parking and driving.”
don’t have a car.”
-SoqucI Scliiifcr
social science
freshman

“As a freshman I didn’t
have a car so 1 had to
take the bus. It was con
venient that we didn’t
have to pay for it, but it’s
a lot more convenient to
have a car.”
-Angelica Zerna
architecture
senior

-Bjorn Sorenson
111eellanical enqineerinq^
junior

“Buses cover a lot of
the area, but they only
run every 30 minutes so
you’re either on time or
30 minutes late. That’s
why 1 have a car now.”

“ I used to take my bike
and put it on the bus and
then ride my bike around
campus. 1 should probably still be doing that and
not buying parking pass
es. Barking is terrible.”

-Will Lan
mechanical etiqineerit/
freshman
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Year o f the hi-def Super
Bowl party: Fans snap
up big TVs for big game
Dave C arpenter
ASStX;iATEI) PkESS

Mark Smithe admits to a moment
of doubt before shelling out $10,(MM)
for a 65-inch high-definition, flatpanel, plasma TV and related gear last
week.
The hesitation was brief. He’s a
Hears fan, after all, and what better
way to experience the Super Bowl
than to see and hear every Brian
Urlacher glare and crunching hit
through a system with 2 million pix
els and theater-quality speakers?
"It’s a little bit of keeping up with
the Joneses,” said Smithe, one of an
estimated 2.5 million Americans pur
chasing a new television for Super
Bowl Sunday, based on results of a
recejit survey. “Our friends’ jaws are
going to drop when they see this.”
just buying chip and dip and a 12pack of beer doesn’t cut it for Super
Bowl parties any more. If you expect
your friends and neighbors to choose
your place for the big game, you may
have to pony up for a flat-screen TV,
digital tuner and surround-sound
speakers so they can spectate with
quality.
Sunday’s showdown between the
Bears and Indianapolis Colts is ampli
fying a high-definition TV buying
frenzy that already was under way
thanks to a 20 percent to 30 percent
drop in prices from a year ago and
heavy promotions by retailers and
manufacturers.
“A lot of people want them and
they’ve been waiting for prices to
come down,” said Mike Gatti, execu
tive director of the Retail Advertising
and Marketing Association, which
conducted the nationwide survey on
consumers’ TV buying intentions in
early January. “They’a* still not cheap,
but they’a* starting to get within
range of people who aa* saying ‘Gee
I’m going to get one now.’”
In C?hicago, w hea the Bears aa*
making their first Super Bowl appear
ance in 21 years, flashy flat-panel sets
.la* in demand like never befoa‘. A
'Urge in business that followed the
ream’s Jan. 21 victory in the NF('
hampionship game generated holilay-sized caiwds of customers in the
lonie theater departments of Best
Buy stoa*s for (.lays, accoaling to the
nation’s largest consumer electmnics
retailer.
Some buyers weam’t waiting for
nstallation appointments. Many
hoppers said they would stand their
flat-panel sets on the floor for th e ,
game and get them paiperly mounttil later, according to Mike Obucina,
.1 supervisor at a stoa* on the city’s
northwest side.
“Because the Bears won, it literally
made people say Tin done waiting.
I’m going to go get my flat-panel TV,”
he said.
Abt Electmnics, a gigantic familyrun store in north suburban
Cilenview, 111., that claims to sell more
televisions than any other single store
111 the country, sold about 170 large'Creen TVs a day in January during a
traditionally slow month gone crazy.
That made it its busiest month ever
'or TV sales.
Money isn’t necessarily an object.
On one recent day at the 70,fKK)square-foot showroom with foun
tains. granite and marble floors and

vast aisles filled with high-def good
ies, shoppers were examining 50-inch
televisions by Bang & Olufsen for
$20,0(M) and even an 80-inch set
dubbed “The Ultimate Plasma TV”
for $150,(MM).
“People don’t care about price,”
Mike Abt, president of the business his
grandmother founded in 1936, said
happily. “They’re asking the salesmen
what’s the highest-quality set.”
Bears fan Larry Kugler bought a
46-inch flat-screen TV for $2,7(M) and
had it shipped to his second home
outside Aspen, Colo., in time for a
Super Bowl party he’s hosting for
friends from Chicago.
“I want to make the experience a
little bit better than viewing it on a
26- or 32-inch glass TVT’ the 40-yearold Chicago cleaning contractor said.
High definition, he said, “just really
enhances watching a sporting event.
You can get a better feel for the per
formance on the field.”
Among the biggest sellers for the
month, retailers say, have been 42inch high-definition sets for as little as
$1,(MM). Even with additional costs —
roughly $2(M) for installation, $ KM) for
cords, a minimum $2(M) for five sur
round-sound speakers and the price
of a subscription to HDTV content
— the final tab could come in, under
$2,(MM).
Bump the spending up to $5,(MM)
and you can get a 50-inch set and a
much better audio system.
“Nothing compares to football for
TV buying,” said Abt. “Not the
NC:AAs, not the World Series —
nothing.”

I www.mustangdaily.net

Briefs
State

National

International

SA CRA M EN TO (AP) —
How many legislators does it
take to change a light bulb?
In California, the answer is a
majority — plus Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
Decrying the inefTiciency of
the common light bulb, a
Democratic Assemblyman from
Los Angeles wants California to
become the first state to ban it
— by 2012.
Assemblyman Lloyd Levine
says compact fluorescent light
bulbs, which often have a spiral
shape and are being promoted
at Wal-Mart, are so eflicient
that consumers should be
forced to use them.
The compact bulbs use a
quarter the energy of a conven
tional light.
• • •
D EV O RE (AP) — A small
quake shook the foothills of the
San Bernardino Mountains on
Tuesday, although there were
no immediate reports of
injuries or damage.
The magnitude-3.3 temblor
struck at 3:56 p.m. and was
centered 6 miles west of
Devore, according to a prelimi
nary report by the U.S.
(ieological Survey.
Devore is about .50 miles
northeast of Los Angeles.
There were no reports of
damages or injuries, a San
Bernardino County fire dis
patcher said.

ATLANTA (AP) — US
Airways dropped its hostile $9.8
billion bid for Delta on
Wednesday after Delta’s credi
tors threw their support behind
the airline’s plan to emerge
from bankruptcy on its own.
Delta Air Lines Inc.’s official
unsecured creditors committee
said in a statement it reached its
decision after a lengthy review
o f both Delta’s proposal and US
Airways Group Inc.’s proposal.
• • •

CARA CAS,
V enezuela
(AP) — A congress wholly
loyal to President Hugo Chavez
approved a law Wednesday
granting him authority to enact
sweeping measures by decree.
Meeting at a downtown plaza
in a session that resembled a
political rally, lawmakers unani
mously approved all four arti
cles of the law by a show of
hands.
“ Long live the sovereign
people! Long live President
Hugo Chavez! Long live social
ism!” said National Assembly
President Cfilia Flores as she
proclaimed the law approved.
“ Fatherland, socialism or death!
We will prevail!”
• • •
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP)
— Decades after the Middle
East was hit by the mass uproot
ing of Palestinians, it is again
struggling with a gigantic
refugee problem — this time
from Iraq.
The exodus — one million
to neighboring Syria alone,
according to the U.N. — is
another unforeseen byproduct
o f the 2003 Iraq invasion.
Iraqis now make up more
than 5 percent o f Syria’s popu
lation, the U.N. refugee agency
says. Jordan says its 700,000
Iraqis have swollen its popula
tion by 12 percent, and its offi
cials say they have already
moved to cut ofT the flow. So
has Egypt, with 1.30,000 Iraqi
newcomers.

W A SH IN G TO N (AP) —
Training the police is as impor
tant to stabilizing Iraq as build
ing an efl'ective army there, but
the United States has botched
the job by assigning the wrong
agencies to the task, two mem
bers of the Iraq Study Group
said Wednesday. “The police
training system has not gone
well,” said former Rep. Lee
Hamilton, who co-chaired the
bipartisan commission.
• • •
W A SH IN G TO N (AP) —
Attorney
Cîeneral Alberto
Gonzales said Wednesday he
will turn over secret documents
detailing the governm ent’s
domestic spying program, end
ing a two-week standoff with
the Senate Judiciary Committee
over surveillance targeting ter
ror suspects.“ It’s never been the
case where we said we would
never provide access,” Gonzales
told reporters.
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K idnapping plot uncovered in Britain; 9 arrested on terrorism charges
protection. Sky News reported,
saying the kidnapping w,is going to
end in an “Iraq-style” e.xecution.
I he British Broadcasting Corp.
also reported that the plan w'as to
kidnap a soldier.
“The threat of terrorism has
been growing (wer the years,” said
I )avid Shaw, a police spokesman in
Birmingham. The operation took
months.
Ihrmingham is the hometown
m
of Britain’s first Muslim soldier to
be killed in Afghanistan last year —
,1 death that prompted militant
Islamist Web sites to denounce
( ’pi.J.ibron Mashmi,24,as a traitor.
One site — that of extremist
Ih itish sect al-Ghurabaa — posted
an image ot the soldier surrounded
by flames.
Last year, a London street ven
dor was sentenced to six years in
SIMON DAWSON a s m h t i A i i D I-KIas
prison in a plot to kill a decorated
lx)ca] residents talk to police officers in Birmingham, England Wednesday Jan. 31, 2007 following
British soldier. Abu Baker Mansha
dawn raids when British counterterrorism police arrested eight men in an alleged kidnapping plot.
was accused of targeting C'pl. Mark
Byles, whose address and other
Rob Harris
unraveled in the predominantly Pakistani
ASSOCI A i n ) 1*RFSS
neighborhood in central England. A dozen materials, were found in Mansha’s apartment.
Byles was awardeil a military cross for brav
houses and two Islamic bookshops wete cor
BIKMlNCiHAM,
England
—
ery following an attack in which several Iraqi
doned off and being searched.
('ountorterronsin police arrested nine men in
Since suicide bombers killed 52 people m insurgents were killed — exploits covered by
an alleged kidnapping plot Wednesday — a
London on July 7,2005 — killings carried out British newspapers. One of the articles with
plan that reportedly involved torturing and
by Muslim extremists who grew up in Britain Byles’ name was circled and found in Mansha’s
beheading a British Muslim soldier and broad
— counterterrorism units have conducted apartment.
casting the killing on the Internet.
The Defense Ministry said 330 Muslims are
several raids across Britain. Several sweeps have
The kidnapping plot was the first of its kind
been conducted in Birmingham, including a serving in the British armed forces. It would
to be uncovered in Britain, according to coun raid in August, when suspects were arrested in ihu comment on reports that the intended
terterrorism officials who spoke on condition a major plot to use liquid explosives to blow victim was a soldier.
of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the up at least 10 planes between the United
Dozens of people have been kidnapped in
case.
States and Britain.
Iraq, and captors have often broadcast their
Police would not confirm the potential vic
The potential victim of the latest plot — a pictures on the Internet.
tim’s occupation or details of the plot that was British Muslim soldier — was under police
(4ne widely publicized kidnap-skiying was

that of 62-year-old Kenneth Bigley from
Liverpool. He w'as abducted from a Baghdad
suburb where he was working in September
2004 and beheaded three weeks later. His
death was captured on video.
“People don’t trust their own children any
more,” said Shabir Hussain, chairman of the
Ludlow Road Mosque in Birmingham. “You
feel like you should challenge your son or
daughter: ‘Where are you going at night?
What are you watching on TV? What are you
doing on the Internet?”’
In a raid last year in London, a man was shot
by police, sparking complaints from Muslim
communities across the country.
“The police and government seem to be
against Muslims and are trying to turn us
against one another,” said Kadir Mohammad,
IS, who lives in one of the raided neighbor
hoods.
Britain’s MI5 has said it set up a network of
eight new regional offices across the country
in the wake of the Sept. 11 attacks, including a
center in the West Midlands.
The service had previously had regional
branches in Northern Ireland, but uses the
new offices to liaise with police in counterter
rorism work.
Prime Minister Tony Blair’s official
spokesman declined to comment on the
police operation.
Sky TV reported that British investigators
contacted Pakistani intelligence agents four
days ago about the plot. The Foreign Office
would not confirm there were such discus
sions.
In Islamabad, Foreign Ministry spokes
woman Tasnim Aslam said, “The British
authorities have confirmed to us that there is
no Pakistan connection.” She gave no other
details on the contact between authorities in
the two countries.
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• 1884 The fírst edition o f the Oxford English Dictionary is published.
• 1896 The opera “La bohème” premieres in Turin, Italy.

F eb ru a ry 1

• 1982 David Letterman begins hosting “Late Night with David Letterman.’
• 2004 Janet Jackson exposes her breast on television during the halftime show
o f the Super Bowl, prompting the “Nipplegate” controversy.

The HofF ‘keeps it gay in \fegas ‘Producers’
Ryan Nakashima
'A ssoc : ia t e i > P r e s s

Check out what’s going on in SLO County this week.
Whether it’s art^ film, music, theater or culture,
POLYBILL posts the latest erents.

Associated Students Inc. and the Cal Poly
Multicultural Center hosts “Another Type of
Groove**; an open mic night dedicated to spoken word
poetry. The event runs today from 7:30 to 10 p.m. at the
Performing Arts Center Pavilion, room 128.

Take a stand against sexual assault with the Cal
Poly Women*8 Awareness organization Friday in the
University Union at 7 p.m. All students, faculty and
community members are invited to march to the
neighborhoods where assaults recently occurred.

Orchesis DarKe Company presents **Dancing on
the Edge** Feb. 2-4 and 8-10 with performances at 2
p.m. and 8 p.m. The show incorporates ballet, jazz,
tap, ballroom, Filipino and Mexican traditional dance.
Tickets are $12 for the public and $9 for students.
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LAS VEGAS (AP) — If you
thought David HasselhofTs YouTube
video rendition of “Hooked on a
Feeling” was kitschy, just wait until
you see him in a dress.
The former “Baywatch” lifeguard
takes on the role of flamboyant direc
tor Roger Debris in the musical “The
Producers,” which began preview
performances Wednesday at the Pans
casino-hotel on the Las Veg^s Strip.
The official opening is Feb. 9.
It marks the latest quirky departure
for “The Hoff," who on YouTube
dons a für parka, flies through the air
hanging onto a motorcycle and sings
on a boat in front of an iceberg.
In the chopped-down 9()-minute
version of the Tony Award-winning
Broadway musical, HasselhofT sings,
dances and gets very campy, taking
part in gay jokes that he insists are
“really tongue in cheek and they’re
meant with a lot of respect.”
“When I put on the dress, it was
very disconcerting. I said,‘There goes
my audience,’” said HasselhofT, 54.
“But I think it will be so funny and so
over the top that people will enjoy it.”
HasselhofTs pipes — he enjoys
fame in Germany as a singer — and
athleticism helped land him the role,
said director and choreographer Susan
Stroman. He has also played Billy
Flynn in “C'hicago” in London and
made his Broadway debut in 2(XX) the
title role of “Jekyll & Hyde,” which
opened in 1997.

m

m

■
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“He does have the chops to get
through it,” Stroman said. The former
“Knight Rider’'actor also has his “ego
in check” and doesn’t take his
Hollywood persona too seriously, she
said. “He has a fearless quality and he’s
not afiaid to try anything.”
HasselhofT gets star billing for the
show, even though it’s mainly about a
scheme by producer Max Bialystock,
played by Brad Oscar, and his accoun
tant Leo Bloom, played by Larry
Raben, to over-finance a surefire
Broadway flop and pocket the differ
ence.
“It’s srill the story about Max and
Leo,” although their scenes are short
ened, Stroman said. None of Debris’
appearances are abbreviated, she said.
“1 have to say (David) has been
very gracious about letting it be Max
and Leo’s show. Max and Leo have the
last bow,” she said.
But Ha.sselhofF is clearly the draw
for the casino’s show, said Michael
Weaver, vice president of markering
for Paris Las Vegas, and will attract an
international female audience that has
seen him on TV.
HasselhofT said he will be with the
show at least three months, and after
ward he’ll resume taping of
“America’s Got Talent” on which he’s
a judge.

He may do both for a while, and
perhaps even migrate to another
property on the Strip with a one-man
singing show: “Something very
straight,” he said. “Something for the
ladies.”

COURTESY PHOTO

David HasselhofT (of infamous
“Baywatch” status) will star in a
production o f Mel Brooks’ “The
Producers” at the P4ris hotel-casino.
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To prepare, attend the Winter Career Prep Event Today!
Get your sweetheart a
personalized necklace
with your names.

lo c a te d a cro ss from the Mission

C a ll to p la c e y o u r o rd e r
9 2 5 C horro Street. S L O (805) 5 4 2 -0 5 2 6

Thursday, February 1, in UU 220
• Negotiating Job Offers: 10-11 am
• Employer Interview Panel: 11 am - noon

Career Ser

Spotlisht editor: Amy Asman • mustan3daily5potH3ht@3mail.com
Assistant Spotlight editor: Kathrene Tiffin
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V for ^\^lver^ : m ore p ro o f o f A lm odovar’s brilliance

pop tart

by Alexandra Bezdikian
“Volver,” for those of us who slept
n March 2(K)6, the internation
away the finer moments of high
al film community wel
school Spanish class or perhaps
coined the newest addition
bailed on Spanish altogether
to Spanish director Pedro
by taking French or Cìerman,
Almodovars ever-jirowing
means to return. Let the record
family of cinematic brilliance.
show that “Volver” the movie is
With films such as “All About
exactly that: a return.This film is
My Mother,” “Talk To Her”
the return of a near forgotten
and “Bad Education” already
heralding the artistic and unparalleled visage of what was once cinema par
genius of this “man tn>m La Mancha,” adiso, everything celluloid was meant
“Volver” is simply the validation.
to be.

I

It is an homage to the colorful
world of Hollywood in the ‘5()s, com
plete with superb narrative vision and
a Spanish bombshell hugely reminis
cent of Sophia Loren in her glory
days. “Volver” is proof to the skeptics
who contend that long dead are the
creative masterminds of old, and
attests to the potent creativity of our
own age.This film graciously falls into
place as being one of the finest
Spanish exports since paella and per
haps Picasso.
Thematically, in true Almodovar
fashion, “Volver” is saturated with
dynamic characters, intense plotlines
and colorful landscapes. Set in both
“the burbs” of Madrid and a small
village in the La Mancha region of
Spain, a place Almodovar calls home,
the film explores the familial bonds
between three generations of women
who struggle with daily life, death,
and the shocking secrets of the here
after.
Penelope Cruz does a fantastic job
as Raimunda, a working-class moth
er haunted by an unsettling family
secret. Together with her sister Sole
(Lola Dueñas), her daughter Paula
(Yohana Cobo), and her close friend
Agustina (Blanca Portillo), Raimunda
not only uncovers the truth sur
rounding what can only be described
as the family ghost, but also discovers
some important truths about herself
Following a whirlwind of plot

twists and turns, from an unexpected
murder to the return of an unexpect
ed guest, “Volver” depicts the unadul
terated, unabashed fortitude of
women in numbers and culminates in
a triumphant display of sisterhood.
Cinematically, Almodovar takes his
audience into the heart of the com
plicated and oftentimes misunder
stood world of women, entertaining
us on a roller-coaster ride of life’s ups
and downs, through intense bits of
happiness and to the very brink of
utter despair. Together with his char
acters, we the audience experience a
kind of cathartic self-awareness as
only Almodovar is capable of creating
on film.
Overall, “Volver” proves to be a
relatively benign mix of murder,
mystery, and scandal; for all inten
sive purposes, a classic melodrama.
This film comes fully equipped
with droll humor, gratuitous boob
shots, and o f course, a kind o f vio
lence that Hitchcock would appre
ciate. Combined with the sultry
looks of Spanish señorita Penelope
Cruz Volver is everything the
American public relishes in movies.
With the help of this predomi
nantly all-female cast combined
with a little something-something
from the genius o f Almodovar,
Cruz delivers her best performance
to date, proving to the world that

this Spanish actress is the real deal.
Can we say “hello, Oscar?”
In my book, “Volver” is the film to
watch out for at the Academy Awards, and
steps up to bat as numeio uno on this year’s
must see movie list Bur please, don’t take
my word for it. Go out and see for your
self Bravo, l\*dro. Bravo indeed.
Alexandra Bezdikian is a journalism
senior mth a relij^ious studies minor. Her
column, Pop Tart, covers a ran^e of artisitc
mediums and trends in American pop mlture. Send any questions or recommenda
tions to alhezdikian@^mail.com.
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Estranged daughter Raimunda (Penelope Cruz, far left) and her sister Sole (Lola Dueñas, middle) work
together to solve the mysterious appearance of a family ghost (played by Carmen Maura, not pictured).
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Cal Poly offers artisan cheese making courses, workshops
Cal Poly’s Dairy Products
Technology Center welcomes
cheese makers from all over the
country to participate in special
courses.
Brittany Ridley
MUSTANG DAILY

Great cheese comes from happy
cows, and happy cows come from
California — or so they say about
real California cheese. And Cal
Poly’s Dairy Products Technology
Center’s is a major contributor to
California’s cheese production.
The center will be offering two
cheese making workshop this year
on March 20 to 23 and Sept. 11 to
14.
Cheese makers from around the
country travel to San Luis Obispo
to participate in the weekend
courses, said Phillip Tong, professor
and director of the Dairy Product
Technology Center.
“It’s pretty unusual if you are
eating cheese from California that
someone from that cheese compa
ny hasn’t taken our classes,” Tong
said. “Some of the very largest
operations like Kraft have sent peo
ple to our short courses. We have
had people from the East Coast and
South America take the classes.”
The College of Agriculture,
Food and Environmental Science
began offering the courses approx
imately 20 years ago, and since then

has instructed well-know cheese
makers from companies such as
Cowgirl Creamery, Three Sisters
Cheese and Point Reyes Farmstead
Cheese.
“They come from all across the
country,” Laurie Jacobson, outreach
specialist for the Dairy Products
Technology Center said. “Pretty
much any person making farmstead
cheese in California has come to
one of our farmstead courses.”
The courses began with the
Cheese Short Course 1, a workshop
designed to teach large cheese
makers the basic scientific skills and
information needed when manu
facturing cheese.
As the course became more pop
ular, the need for a course focusing
on small artisan cheese makers
became imperative, Jacobson said.
“ We started doing the new
course.
Dairy
Science
and
Technology
Basics
for
the
Artisan/Far instead Cheesemaker,
because people were coming to the
Cheese Short Course I class and it
wasn’t meeting their needs,”
Jacobson said. “The farmstead class
covers some o f the issues that
smaller cheese makers face. We get
a lot of people that are sheep’s
milk, goat’s milk people. It’s just a
totally different crowd than the
Short Course 1.”
Both courses are sold out annu
ally.
“Usually, the classes get sold out

about a year in advance, so there is
a waiting list for the March workshop,” Tong said. “They fill up right
away. The cheese classes in particu
lar have been very popular over the
years and because we do hands-on
cheese making we limit the class to
35 people so they get a chance to
get their hands dirty.”
The artisan/farmstead course is
open to students and community
members who are interested in
learning more about the art of arti
san cheese making, Tong said.
“The class we offer in the fall,
which is more geared toward the
artisan cheese maker, has a lot of
individuals that just like cheese and
want to learn more,” Tong said.
“We’ve had culinary instructors
and cheese buyers come take the
class. It’s very much like the wine
industry was about 20 years ago. We
are starting to have computer sci
ence people, doctors and lawyers
who are tired of city life and decide
they want to make cheese. So they
come take our class and decide if
they want to get into the cheese
making business.”
Along with the growing popu
larity in artisan cheese making also
came the growth o f California
cheese production, Tong said.
“California is soon to be the
largest cheese producer in the
United States,” Tong said. “We are
going to surpass the state of
Wisconsin in the next year or two.

The dairy sector is the largest
agricultural sector for the state of
California. It’s much larger than the
meat, wine, fruit or vegetable sec
tors. If California were a country
we would produce more milk than
Australia and New Zealand together.
Tong said the cheese industry is
a growing and successful field that
all students should consider when

entering the work force, especially
those in chemistry, microbiology,
marketing and engineering.
Cal Poly also offers a 10-week
cheese making course to students.
For more information on the
Dairy Products Technology Center
workshops
go
to,
www.calpoly.edu/~dptc or call
(805) 756-6101.
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Animal science senior Chelsea Turpén purchases some Cal Poly artisan
cheese at Campus Market. The cheese is produced exclusively on cam
pus at the Dairy Products Technology Center.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS

Get the best of Cal Poly Baseball under the lights a t Baggett Stadium!
One ticket to every home gam e on Friday night $ 3 0 ! ! !
Season Tickets Start at only $ 6 0 ! ! !

HOME SCHEDULE

"iij.

Feb. 2

San Diego State

6 p.m.

Feb. 3

San Diego State

1 p.m.

Feb. 4

San Diego State

1 p.m.

Feb. 6

Fresno State

6 p.m.

Feb. 9

Nevada

6 p.m.

Feb. 10

Nevada

1 p.m.

Feb. 11
Feb. 16

Nevada
Washington

1 p.m.
6 p.m.

Feb. 17

Washington

I p.m.

Feb. 18

Washington

I I a.m.

Feb. 21

British Columbia (exhibition)

6 p.m.

March. 2

Loyola Marymount

March. 3

Loyola Marymount

6 p.m.
1 p.m.

March. 4

Loyola Marymount

1 p.m.

March 24

Oregon State

March 25

Oregon State

6 p.m.
1 p.m.

March 26

O re ^ n State

1 p.m.

April 5
April 6

*Northridge
*Northridge

6 p.m.
6 p.m.

April 7

*Northridge

1 p.m.

April 20
April 21

’*UC Riverside
*UC Riverside

6 p.m.

April 22

*110 Riverside

1 p.m.

May 11

DC Davis

6 p.m.

May 12

DC Davis

6 p.m.
1 p.m.

13
3y 18

Admission is always free >r Cal Poly Students ^
Order Your Tickets NOW! fww.GoPoly.com 1-866-GO STA\

UC Davis
*Cal State Fullerton

May 19

*Cal State Fullerton

l20

*Cal State Fullerton

*st Conference game
les Pacific

6 p.m.

6 p.m.
6 p.m.
1 p.m.
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Stilus report: the e-reladonship
have no qualms admitting
it: I’m a geek.

phobes who would rather hike to
the Poly P just to chuck their cell
phones from it than have a con
stant presence monitoring their
every move (disclaimer: I’m
explicitly discouraging such
behavior). At the other end, there
are the romantic idealists who
grow so attached to their partners
by electronic proxy, that perhaps
these partners should be con
cerned about fidelity.
O f course, most of us are inbetweeners.
Personally, as a member of the
LDR (long-distance relationship)
club, being able to contact my
boyfriend via e-m ail/IM /text
message/phone call helps tremen
dously with having to cope with
the geographic separation. It
enables us to share our lives even
while we’re apart, and sharing —
anything from the mundane to the
miraculous — is a natural desire
and vital component in any rela
tionship.
But electronic communication
is a temporary solution, and only a
way to deal with the situation as it
currently stands. It works well
enough to hold us over until the
next time one of us can make the
two-hour-ish drive to visit the
other.
There are a thousand or more
different, subtle nuances in human
interaction that you just can’t get
from even the speediest connec
tion. Electronics and electronic
communication may have made a
place for themselves in the world
of the relationship; but take them
for what they are: mere placehold
ers for real human interaction.
Why would anyone want an
electronic intermediary to disrupt
a pleasant face-to-face conversa
tion; a quiet dinner at your favorite
place; a night of channel-surfing; a
stroll downtown?
Accept no substitute. No matter
how overheated your processor
may get, it won’t keep you warm at
night.

Mostly I’m referring to my
technological geekiness, which
I’ve been spending some extra
time cultivating lately. In the past
couple of months 1 have acquired
a new (very flat, very slim, very
sexy) cell phone, an MP3 player
(sleek, black and NO T an iPod!),
and various accessories (onegigabyte microSD card, card read
er, Bluetooth dongle).
I
know more than a few people
(including some of my anti-tech
friends) who are no doubt wrin
kling their noses in disdain to see
facebook or MySpace (or both). on the buttons are worn off, but it
yet another poor young thing
Somehow you summon enough doesn’t matter, because you’ve got
swept up by this confounded elec
courage to dare a one-click face- the keypad memorized and predic
tronic revolution, dagnabbit. What
book poke, and to your delight, tive text mastered.
in tarnation is this world coming
he/she pokes you in return!
Before you know it, you’re cele
to?
Things escalate as poking blos brating your six-month anniver
The exchange of information
soms into facebook messaging, sary, and to show how much you
over the virtual lines has now
which naturally makes headway cherish and appreciate his/her
blended seamlessly into modern
into a regular e-mail exchange, and presence in your life, you buy
culture. It feels as though ages have
between classes you rush over to him/her a Bluetooth headset. For
passed since I first took to e-mail,
the library or the kiosks in the UU Valentine’s Day, it’s a sporty new
instant messaging, and surfing the
to see if there’s a response awaiting case for their iPod. And — for the
Web. For better or for worse,
you in your inbox.
one-year mark, to prove you’re
Cioogle is now a verb and text
messaging has become our
thumbs’ second nature. There isn’t
an inch of our everyday lives that
technology hasn’t touched.
W hether you m eet online or not,
Including relationships.
So
let’s examine a term that I’m
electronic m edia are key in the
surprised hasn’t caught on sooner:
the e-relationship.
progress o f a m od em relationship.
(The first thing that probably
comes to mind is the infamous
Internet dating service. But there
has been plenty of commentary on
that. Personally, I’ve had enough of
One night, laptop in its name really serious about this one —
eHarmony and Match.com radio
sake’s place, you dare to add you add him/her to your friends
and TV commercials and online
him/her as a buddy on AIM. Your and family plan.
banners. I don’t care how many
face flushes and your heart acceler
But though the spark may
“levels of compatibility’’ they’re
ates to sec he/she happens to be indeed dwindle with time, it’s nowselling; I’d like a facc-to-facc con
online, right now! A conversation possible to maintain a high-speed
nection with which to start a rela
ensues for hours, and though you broadband connection to your
tionship, thank you very much.)
can barely pull yourself out of bed honey. You can now be in constant
Electronic communication has
the next morning for that 7 a.m. contact with your significant
introduced a whole new “level of
torture, it was all worth it.
other, all hours of the day, every
compatibility” to the relationship
You trade cell phone numbers, day (except maybe during peak
stage. Whether you meet online or
and you can’t help but check every hours; but there are ways to get
not, electronic rnedia are key in the
five minutes (before, after, and dur around that). But is that a good
progress of a modern relationship.
Sarah Carhoticl is an English and
ing class) for a text message ftom thing?
It begins with some research,
psycholo)(Y junior and Mustanfi Daily
aforementioned object of love
At one end of the reaction spec
dating columnist.
conveniently provided to you by
interest. Pretty soon, the numbers trum, there are the commitment-

and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to m u stan gd aily@ gm ail.com
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\b u th still w aiting for the world to change
K ristin Colella
D aily C o l l e c . ia n (1' l n n S

iaie)

Is it me, or do today’s antiwar
protestersTook more like our par
ents than our peers?
Although some young people are
speaking out, the majority seems to
be adults old enough to have
protested the Vietnam War.
You might say that it’s because
most young people today support
the war, but a national Election Day
poll reported in the Philadelphia
Inquirer last Saturday found that 62
percent o f young people are
opposed.
just like college students in the
‘60s and ‘70s, we can hold signs,
organize rallies, march through
Washington, write letters to our
legislators and join political cam
paigns.
If nearly two-thirds of young
people today are against the war,
then why aren’t more out thereprotesting?
OK, this may sound crazy, but 1
think I found the answer in a John
Mayer song.
In his latest tune,“Waiting on the
World to Change,” Mayer sings:
‘‘We just feel that we don’t have the
means/To rise above and beat it.”
His words speak volumes.
Unfortunately, many young peo
ple are under the false assumption
that our generation is powerless

against our government’s decisions. rally Saturday on the National Mall
Sure, it may seem like the current in Washington, D.C.
administration operates according
Whether you agree with these
to its own agenda and doesn’t care protesters or not, you have to admit
what the little people think.
that they got their point across and
But as American citizens living made people think.
under the C’onstitution, young peo
While not everyone is inclined to
ple have the rights and the means to protest, there is no excuse not to
publicly protest the war and the vote.
government.
Voting is one of our most impor
And that’s pretty powerful.
tant constitutional rights and civic
Kemember that
duties, but less
First Amendment
than
half
of
stufT we learned in
young Americans
W hile not
high school? Well, it
ages IS to 24
really comes into
voted
in
the
everyone is
play for young peo
November 2004
ple today because
elections.
inclined to
it’s more important
How can we
protest, there is expect our con
than ever to know
your rights.
cerns and opin
no
excuse
not
Besides granting
ions to be heard if
religious freedom,
we don’t take
to vote.
the
First
advantage o f our
Amendment guaropportunity
to
antees us the free
determine
the
dom of speech, press, assembly and political direction o f our nation?
petition.
Staying informed also helps us to
Yep, that means we can openly become politically-minded citizens.
voice our political views through
However, only 40 percent of
speaking and writing, organize and people ages 18 to 24 read a newspa
join political groups and appeal to per on weekdays, according to data
the government about our griev from a consumer market company
ances.
Scarborough Research.
Some young people are doing
Some young people avoid
just that and making changes in big watching the news or reading
and small ways.
newspaper articles because they are
Many took part in an anti-war upset and disturbed by the state of

the world.
Others just don’t see the point in
keeping up with events that they
feel they have no control over.
But by remaining ignorant to
what is happening in the world, we
are giving all the power to the deci
sion-makers and underestimating
our power of public opinion, and
nothing good can come from that.
To its credit, John Mayer’s song
does capture the ambivalence some
young Americans, including myself,
feel about the war in Iraq.
We’re not sure what the best
course of action is to take, with the
United State’s purpose there so
unclear and the stakes so high, it
makes sense that we’re struggling to
find a solution.
We don’t want to see our young
soldiers carried away in body bags,
but we also don’t want to ‘‘cut and
run” too soon and risk leaving Iraq
an unsecured haven for terrorists.
Still, no one can argue that young
people don’t have the means to
speak out if we feel passionately
about something. We can and we
should ask questions if we are con
fused by the mixed messages we
receive from the government and
the media.
If you have something to say
about the war or another political
issue, take a lesson from the old
folks.
Stop waiting and start changing.
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H olistic college adm issions devalue academ ics
Anna Williams
T h e D aily C

a r im n a i

(U . W

im a en sin )

According to an ACT report
a'leascd last March, high school grad
uates are unprepared for college m
math,
science
and
reading.
Furthermore, the number of unpre
pared students has risen over the last
decade, with 49 percent of those who
took the ACT lacking the reading
skills needed for success in college.
But while academic preparation
has plummeted in recent years, the
push to participate in clubs, activities,
community service and sports has
grown. However, statistics suggest that
high school students should refocus
their attention on academics instead
of activities in which they have little
intea*st.
Flolistic admissions, which take
criteria such as an applicant’s race,
legacy and extra-curricular activities
into consideration, have contributed
to increased pressure placed on stu
dents to participate in out-of-classroom activities. Holistic admissions
have negatively affected studente by
demanding a level of performance
both in and out of the cla.ssroom that
is nearly impossible to attain.
Holistic admissions were devel
oped to reward students for signs of

potential outside the classnKim that ing to please others while ignoring
might contribute to their college sue- personal needs anti wants, such as sufcevs. Unfortunately, thes’ have turned ficieiit sleep and time for introspec
into ammunition for students to par tion and solitude.
ticipate in an owrabuiidance of clubs,
An even worse impact of holistic
sports and community service activi admissions, beyond bringing students
ties merely to beef up their college to the edge of nervous breakdowns, is
applications.
that many college bound students
Because of the pressun* of holistic take advantage of the preference
admissions,
high ____________
given to minority
school students feel
students.
inadequate unless
Students who are
... High school
they do year-round
one -eighth
students should
sports, participate in
Hispanic,
for
student council, pre
instance,
often
refocus their
side as vice president
claim that they are a
minority to make
of honors society,
attendon on
play first-chair clar
up for what they
academics instead lack in academics.
inet and help out
the underprivileged
This cannot be the
o f activities in
in their community.
goal administrators
which they have
Oh yeah, and they
had in mind when
they started holistic
absolutely must get
little interest.
admissions at UWgood grades and test
scores.
Madison. This does
Though holistic
nothing to actually
admissions originaladvance diversity or
ly aimed to admit students of diverse help admit people with underpriviinterests and talents, it seems that leged backgrounds.
And in complete contradiction to
instead they have succeeded in teach
ing students to become robotic wanting to attract students of diverse
clones, all competing to see who is backgrounds, UW-Madison consid
the most “well-rounded” student. In ers legacy, or being related to alumni.
other words, who is best at perform- as part of holistic admissions. Not

only is giving preference to legacy
unfair, but it is counter-intuitive to
creating a diverse population of stu
dents.
Admissions criteria need to clearly
place the emphasis back on acade
mics, which will encourage high
school students to make it their main
focus. However, because grades and
ACT scores aren’t always representa
tive of a student’s potential, admis
sions should still consider other fac
tors, but perhaps reword and refocus
the criteria. UW-Madison should do
away with considerations of race and
legacy, as they in no way contribute
to a student’s potential.
College administrators should also
reword the criteria that reward stu
dents for developing their individual
ity or showing signs of personal
growth through pursuing a unique
talent or interest.
This will encourage students to
participate only in the activities that
truly interest them and will discour
age the epidemic of joining clubs just
to put them on a college application.
With this, students will learn to
develop personality, integrity and
uniqueness, and they will be reward
ed for being themselves instead of
just playing the game.
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New law against feeding homeless in Orlando
Disney World? We should make it illegal to feed THEM.”
But when the Orlando Sentinel posted Leno’s wisecrack on
ASSCH lATEU PRESS
its Web site, local bloggers weren’t laughing.
C^KLANDO, Fla. — At Lake Eola park, there is much
“Feeding the homeless only encourages more homeless
beauty to behold: robust palms, beds of cheery begonias, a cas ness,” one resident, with the moniker “Justin Credible,” wrote.
cading lake fountain, clusters of friendly egrets and swans, an He then summed up his argument in an equation. “Less
amphitheater named in honor of Walt Disney.
Homeless Less Problems Better Place to Live.”
Then there are the signs.
Another, “TG,” didn’t oppose feeding the destitute. “But
DO NO T LIE O R OTHERWISE BE IN A H O R IZ O N  there are places set up for this. Soup kitchens exist ... It is not
TAL POSITION O N A PARK BENCH ... DO NOT unreasonable to, want to keep Lake Eola Park from becoming
SLEEP O R REMAIN IN ANY BUSHES, SHRUBS O R a homeless cafeteria.”
FOLIAGE ... per city code sec. ISA.09 (a) and (o).
William Beem added: “For what it’s worth. Las Vegas enact
Visit the park’s restrooms, and you’ll find this sign on the ed a similar law at the same time as Orlando. Tourist towns
wall above the hand dryers:
think alike.”
BATHING A N D /O R SHAVING IN RESTROOM IS
Indeed, a week before Orlando’s ordinance took effect. Las
PROHIBITED ... per city code 1SA.09 (p) ... LAUNDER
ING CLOTHES IN LAKE EOLA PARK IS NOT PER
MITTED.
It s now illegal to feed the
Since joggers and dog walkers tend not to snooze in flower
beds, and because employees at the glittering office towers
hom eless in Orlando... Have
around Lake Eola don’t scrub laundry in park sinks, it’s clear,
says .Monique Vargas, at whom the notices are targeted.
you seen the fet
‘‘They’re talking to us, to the homeless,” says Vargas, 28,
people walking around
who says she has lived on the streets, in parks or under over
passes, since age 16.‘‘lt’s a way of saying,‘Your kind isn’t want
D isney W oild? W e should
ed in our city.’”
Orlando, population 2(K),0(U), works hard to conjure the
make it illegal to feed TH EM .
image of a true-life Pleasantville: a safe, welcoming place
where visitors can soak up year-round sunshine and devour
—Jay Leno
choreographed experiences at palm-ringed theme parks. But
H ost o f NlKVs “ Tonight S h o w ”
its spotless sidewalks, sparkling lakes and twinkling skyline
belie a real city with real maladies — most notably, a surging
homeless population that authorities are struggling to control. Vegas criminalized giving food to even a single transient in a
After a law that banned panhandling was struck down by city park.
the courts, the city tried to discourage aggressive beggars by
In August, the American Civil Liberties Union filed suit
obliging them to carry ID cards, and later by confining them challenging the Las Vegas ban, saying it violated constitutionto 3-by-15-foot panhandling zones painted in blue on sideprotections of free speech, right to assembly and right to
walks downtown.
practice one’s religion. A federal court in Nevada has prohibI )espite these laws, the number of people living on the
from enforcing the ordinance until a final ruling
streets of the Orlando metro area swelled, from roughly 5,(KM)
issued.
in 1999 to an estimated 8,5(K) today, dwarfing the city’s shel
Advocates for the homeless feared it wouldn’t be long
ter capacity for 2,(MM) people.
before other cities passed similar laws. As it happens, they were
So in July, the city commission tried a “supply-side” right.
approach: It passed an ordinance regulating the feeding of
Already, the cities of Dallas, Fort Myers, Fla., Gainesville,
large groups of people in Orlando’s downtown parks.
Fla.,Wilmington, N.C., Atlanta, and Santa Monica, C'.alif., have
Those who wished to feed more than 25 hungry individu laws restricting or outright prohibiting the feeding of the
als at parks within a 2-mile radius of City Hall could do so, homeless. In Fairfax County,Va., homemade meals and meals
but only if they obtained a “Large Gixnip Feeding Permit” made in church kitchens may not be distributed to the home
from the parks department — and no one would be granted less unless first approved by the county.
more than two feeding permits a year.
Other cities, including Miami, are considering similar anti
No exceptions.
feeding measures.
For the first time anyone in Orlando could remember, not
“We’ve seen cities going beyond punishing homeless peo
only would panhandlers find themselves in the crosshairs of ple to punishing those trying to help them, even though it’s
the law. but so would those trying to help them.
clear that not enough resources are being dedicated to help
“It's now illegal to feed the homeless in Orlando, Florida,” ing the homeless or the hungry,” said Maria Foscarinis, exec
Ja\' Leno. host of NBCTs “Tonight Show,” told a studio audi utive director of the National Ltiw Clenter on Homelessness
ence last summer in Burbank. C'alif., during his opening and Poverty, NLC'.HP, a non-profit in Washington, D.(L
monologue. “Have you seen the fat people walking around
A 2(M»f) report on i>7 cities by her gixnip and the National
C?oalition for the Homeless, a nonpartisan, nonpmfit network, found an 18 percent increase since
2lM)2 in laws prohibiting aggressive panhandling; a
12 percent jump in laws outlawing “passive” beg
ging; a 14 percent rise in laws defining sitting or
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lying in public places as criminal acts.
Says Michael Stoops, the coalition’s executive director in
Washington, D.C.:“11k idea is to drive the visible homeless
out of downtown America, so that cities can attract develop
ers, big money.”
What’s wrong w'ith attracting investment?
Nothing, Stoops says — unless it comes at the expense of
decency. “It’s a sorry state of affairs when you can feed the
squirrels, the doves and pigeons at Lake Eola, but not a hun
gry guy down on his luck.”
Undeniably, a quarter century has done much to Orlando.
C'ince a sleepy town, it is today a city with a growing sky
line, widening freeways, sidewalk cafes, and strip malls with
neon signs in Thai, Vietnamese, Indian and Japanese.
Its mayor. Buddy Dyer, ran for office in 2003 promising
downtown revitalization, and revitalization is what locals are
getting.
On streets around Lake Eola, where drug dealers and pros
titutes once roamed, residential towers like “The Paramount,”
“The Metropolitan at Lake Eola,” and the “The Vue at Lake
Eola,” are now rising. In addition, the city is finalizing plans to
renovate the downtown Chtrus Bowl and build a new per
forming arts center and “Events Arena” by 2011 — at a cost
o f$ l billion.
Homelessness, in the view o f Dyer and members of his
staff, adversely affects public safety and economic develop
ment, and therefore must be addressed.
Ultimately, “it’s a balancing act.” says Brie Turek, Dyer’s
spokesperson. “We need to balance the needs of our citizens
and our businesses with the needs of the homeless.”
The large feedings were unbalancing constituents who
lived near the parks, she says.
“We were receiving dozens of complaints about individu
als sleeping in people’s bushes, urinating on private properties.
Some citizens reported finding homeless people doing drugs
in their stairwells.There were reports of carjackings.There was
even a stabbing.”
Alana Brenner, a city clerk who serves as the mayor’s point
person on the homeless problem, dismisses critics who say
that Orlando’s feeding ordinance discourages Good
Samaritanism.“lt’s a restriction on the time, place and manner
of feedings, nothing more.”
While the city would prefer that feedings be done through
existing agencies such as the Salvation Army, it has also set up
“an alternative location near downtown, on Sylvia Lane,”
where, Brenner points out, “feedings can take place any day,
any hour.”
The locale she referred to is txiughly a 15-minute walk
from (hty Hall, a sweep of blacktop where charities fed
groups of destitute men and women several years ago.
Shadowed by an overpass, the parking lot is surrounded by a
chain-link fence topped with barbed wire and Ilanked by an
electrical ptiwer station and railroad tracks.
The city has pixwided portable toilets and picnic benches,
but there is no running water to wash one’s hands, says
Jacqueline Dowd, a lawyer with the AC?LU, which has also
sued to overturn Orlando’s feeding ordinance.
And the neighborhood, she says, is unsafe.“I’ve document
ed five cases i>f homeless petiple being beaten around there m
the past year.”
One was August Felix. 54, w ho was found on March 2f>,
severely beaten and lying nmtionless on a \idewalk one block
fmm the Sylvia Lane feeding site. He died in the hospital a
month later from the head injuries, police say.
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AWESOME SUMMER JOB! CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
- Northeast Pennsylvania (6/16-8/12/07) If you love children
and want a caring, fun environment we need Counselors and
instructors for our summer camp. We will be on the Cal Poly
campus February 25th to conduct interviews.
Call 1-215-944-3069 or apply at www.campwaynegirls.com
______ Select The Camp That Selects The Best Staff!______
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Bush critidzes executive salaries in speech ^iifednesday
Ben Feller

any government
role in reducing
those packages.
Instead,
Bush
highlighted new
federal rules that
the administration
thinks are a better
path toward wise
compensation
decisions by com
panies.
" (io v e r n me n t
should not decide
the compensation
for America’s cor
porate
e.xecutives,” he said.
“ But the salaries
and bonuses of
CTOs should be
based on their
success at improv
ing their compa
nies and bringing
value to their
shareholders.”
In efTect start
ing last month,
the rules give
investors access to
clearer and more
detailed informa
tion from public
companies
on President Bush
their top execu
tives’ pay packages and perks. Their
impact will become apparent as
corporations begin issuing 2006
annual reports.
“America’s corporate board
rooms must step up to their respon
sibilities,” Bush said. “You need to
pay attention to the executive com
pensation packages that you
approve. You need to show the
world that America’s businesses are
a model of transparency and good
corporate governance.”
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.,
chairman of the House Financial
Services C'ommittee, has said he
will push legislation to require
shareholder approval of executive
compensation plans. And a separate
bill before the Senate to raise the
minimum wage would fund
accompanying tax breaks to ease
the burden on small businesses bv

ASStK:iATEI> PRESS

NEW YORK — President Bush
took aim Wednesday at lavish
salaries and bonuses for corporate
executives, standing on Wall Street
to issue a sharp warning for corpo
rate boards to "step up to their
responsibilities” and tie compensa
tion packages to performance.
Bush’s "State of the Economy”
speech, delivered from the financial
center of the world, was aimed at
bringing his economic message out
of the shadows of the Iraq war. On
his second day in a row focused on
the economy, the government
reported
faster-than-expected
growth of 3.5 percent in the final
quarter of last year.
The president acknowledged
people’s continuing nervousness
about their financial picture, despite
a string of similar reports that pro
vide some reason for optimism. He
said some workers are being left
behind in the booming economy
and the disparity between the rich
and the poor is growing.
"The fact is that income inequal
ity is real. It has been rising for
more than 25 years,” the president
said. “The earnings gap is now
twice as wide as it was in 1980,”
Bush said, adding that more educa
tion and training can lift peoples’
salaries.
The president spoke to an audi
ence of business leaders at the ven
erable Federal Hall — a symbol of
both America’s democracy and its
economic resilience. Later, he
stopped along Broad Street to shake
hands with New York police otFicers and then ducked inside the
New York Stock Exchange. The
surprise visit caused a frenzy on the
already chaotic trading floor. It was
so crowded that traders standing
just five feet away of Bush had a
better view o f him on television
screens.
In his address. Bush said he real
ized that stories about the enor
mous salaries and other perks for
C'EOs, for instance, create anger
and uncertainty that afTect the
country’s investors.
The president does not endorse

GERALD HERBERT ass(k :iai El) l’RE:ss

makes remarks on the economy during an address at Federal Hall in New York, Wednesday, Jan. 31, 2007.
capping executives’ tax-deferred
pay packages at $1 million a year.
Still, even Bush’s words on pay
were met with complete silence
from the business crowd he
addressed.
Huge salaries and other perks for
CTOs have drawn investor ire and
made splashy headlines. Anger over
e.xecutive compensation unrelated
to pertormance, even as companies
stumble, lay otT employees or
renege on billions of dollars in pen
sion obligations for workers’ retire
ment, has spread from shareholders
to union activists and buttoneddown mutual fund trustees. The
chasm between executives’ salaries
and the pay o f rank-and-file
employees continues to widen.
Home Depot chief executive
Bob Nardelh \\^s earning an aver
age of S25.7 million a year —
excluding stock options — before

he was forced out in a furor over his
hefty pay. He left with a severance
package worth about $210 million,
In 2001, Cieneral Electric CT).
paid chief executive Jack Welch
$16.25 million. Welch was*replaced
that year with Jeffrey Immelt, who
earned $3.4 million in total annual
compensation in 2005.
The New York Stock Exchange
faced an uproar over former CTO
Richard Cirasso’s $187.5 million
severance package. Former New
York Attorney Cieneral Eliot
Spitzer, now governor, sued mem
bers o f the NYSE board over the
package given to Cirasso when he
quit as chairman in 2003.
The annual salary of the presi
dent is $400,(KK).
“The state of our economy is
strong,” he declared.
Democrats respond that Bush is
giving a misleadingly rosy picture

about the economy.
“ President Bush can deliver all
the economic pep talks he wants.
but the fact remains that his failed
leadership has led to the worst Job
recovery on record, stagnating
household incomes, a rise in poverrv and record deficits,” said Stacie
Paxton, spokeswoman for the
Democratic National Ciommittee.
Since Bush took office in 2001,
the country has seen one in five
manufiicturing jobs disappear, a
total of 2.96 million lost jobs. The
U.S. trade deficit is expected to
climb to a fifth consecutive record
when final 2006 figures are totaled
next month.
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Cross Canadian Ragweed
_________________ 7 p m D o o r s • 18+
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7pm Doors • 18+
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FSN Prime Ticket
adds Poly men’s
hoops game for TV

g
I ^
Staff Member.
Position (Record.TiebreakerI

Colts vs.

1.Tristan Aird, Sports Editor (23-13, -59)
2. Kathrene Tiffin, Ast. Spotlight Editor (23-13,-77)
3. Devan McClaine, Reporter (23-13, -82)
4. Paul Bittick, General Manager (22-14, -57)
5. Ryan Chartrand, Online Editor (21-15, -56)
6. George Ramos, Adviser (21-15, -62)
7. Sara Hamilton, Reporter (20-16, -66)
8. John Middlekauff, Guest Colum nist (14-16, -57)
9. Frank Stranzl.Ast. Sports Editor (16-20, -49)
Amy Asman, Spotlight Editor (0-0)
Mychal Boerman.Web Offset Prepress Mgr. (0-0)
Giana Magnoli, Copy Editor (0-0)
Angel Pacheco, Copy Editor (0-0)
Andrew Santos-johnson.Ad Layout Manager (0-0)

Super Bowl X U M VP

Bear?

Colts vs.
Bears Score

Bears
Colts
Colts
Colts
Colts
Colts
Colts
Colts
Bears
Colts
Bears
Bears
Bears
Colts

31-24
24-17
27-20
29-24
30-20
30-24
24-17
31-20
24-21
46-23
38-21
32-28
28-14
24-17

KR/PR/CB Devin Hester, C H I
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D
K Adam Vinatieri, IN D
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D
KR/PR/CB Devin Hester. C H I
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D
RB Thomas Jones, C H I
RB Thomas Jones, C H I
LB Brian Urlacher, C H I
Q B Peyton Manning, IN D

“Hypothetically speaking, could the
Cal Poly football team beat the Colts
continued from page 16
on their best and your worst day?”
“Cal who?”
really matter.
I was done with Peyton right there.
My first target was Peyton Manning.
I was off to Marvin Harrison. Since
I waited my turn until I saw an open
I have never heard Harrison speak, I
ing.
“Peyton, if Eli gets arrested after the was wondering what type of interest
Shaq/Jay-Z party will you have to ing insight he may have into the game.
“Marvin, have you considered
leave practice or will Archie bail him
‘Dancing with the Stars’?”
out?”
Not only did Harrison not com
No comment, understandable; he’s
ment,
he didn’t really even move.
just really focused. I’ll ask a footballI felt I was wasting my time with a
related question then.

Johnny

FREE
T - S H IR f !

Enter Tee's Me SLO's roKle
during Form er's Market
and win to get o free tee!

r«f

The Mustangs’ Big West
Conference game at Cal
State Fullerton on Feb. 24
will be regionally televised.
SPOKIS 1N10UMAIK)N HF.I’Okr

guy who may not even be able to talk.
So I decided to go check out Bears
camp. I know just who I wanted to talk
too — Brian Urlacher, the reigning
Defensive Player of the Year and one
bad man, if you know what I mean.
“Brian, do you not like Matt Leinart
now that he’s dating your ex-girlfriend
Paris Hilton, and do you think with his
serious ‘Hollywood’ persona that they
actually can last?”
This must have been a sore subject
because he gave me the look like I bet
ter leave, and quickly at that. I could
feel things turning for the worse very
quickly so I made a beeline for the
next player available. It turned out to
be “Tank” Johnson.
“Tank....... u h ........u h ........ never
mind?” as I looked at the 6-foot-3,
300-pound man with an arsenal at his
home similar to that o f the U.S.
Marines, and a nickname like that I
realized he probably wasn’t a man I
wanted to antagonize.
The Super Bowl is nuts and it’s only
Thursday.
Let’s just hope I can stay out of trou
ble for the week. Two keys for the
weekend are don’t follow Michael
Irvin to the Penthouse suite and avoid
limousine rides with Kay Lewis.
If I can do that. I’m home free.

The ('al Poly men’s bas
ketball game at C'al State
Fullerton will be televised by
Fox Sports Net Prime Ticket
on Feb. 24.
lip has been set for 1:0.S
p.m. to accommodate a live
telecast.
The game was selected
today as the “best available”
game among the Big West

schedules for that date.
C3al Poly currently is 10-9
overall and 3-4 in conference
play while the Titans enter
the week with a 16-4 overall
record and 6-2 mark in con
ference games.
The first meeting between
the schools this season came
Dec. 2S in San Luis Obispo
with the Titans winning 9991.
The Mustangs conclude a
four-game road trip with a
nonconference game this
week when the team travels
to UC Davis for a 7 p.m.
game Saturday.

Kobe scores 43; L A wins
ASSIHIATI.1) l*HrSS
BOSTON — In Gary
Vitti’s 23 years as the Los
Angeles trainer, a tenure that
dates to the great C^elticsLakers rivalry of the 19H0s,
he has heard his share of
chants from the Boston fans.
“ Beat L.A.,” usually.
But cheering for a Lakers
player: This was a first.
• Kobe Bryant returned
from his one-game suspen

sion and scored 43 points,
helping the Lakers beat the
Celtics 111-98 Wednesday
night and winning over the
Boston fans who stayed to
watch their once-proud fran
chise match a record with its
13th consecutive loss.
“When you miss a game,
you come back with a new
energy,” Bryant said. “ I was
just really excited to be out
there playing.”

boarders and one longboarder.
Currently, it costs $30
continued from page 16
per competition with a
on their averaged scores in
$60
membership fee that
technique, style and wave
covers the year. The season
selection.
The team is made of nine runs from O ctober to
people — six male short- February, with four competi
boarders, two female short- tions throughout the year
and finals ending in March.
Club vice president and
philosophy sophomore Patti
Alleborn has been surfing
since she was 12 years old
and teamed up with Davis to
start the club last quarter.
“ It has been a struggle, but
it’s a lot of fun,” she said. “ I’ve
gotten to know a lot of cool,
unique, fun people and just
surfing with everyone is way
chill.”

Surfing

Truck Runs on Fryer Fat
Melissa Montecuollo

C A M P U S DINING STAFF W RITER

Tickets
PAC Ticket Office
806-756-2787

y
DCPA?r*’MirNT

Admission
Students
General

$9
$12

Performances
Feb. 2
Feb. 3
Feb. 4

8 p.m.
8 p.m.
2 p.m.

Feb. a
Feb. 9
Feb. 10

8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Sponsors
Theatre and Dance Department
College of Liberal Arts & IRA

Orchesis Dance Co.
Dancing on the

EDGE
2007

This year, one of Campus
Dining's big box trucks has
been converted to run on fryer
fat for fuel, otherwise known
as "Biodiesel”.
According to Mike Hogan,
Cam pus Dining Facilities
Manager, for the next three
months, this truck will run on
a mix of 20% biodiesel, then
switch to 50% biodiesel for a
few m o re m on ths and
eventually increase to 100%
biodiesel some time near the
2007 graduation this spring.
'Biodiesel is harder on hoses
and filters than standard fuel,”
said H o g a n . ‘ So th o se
components will need to be
ch an g ed e ve ry q u a rte r;
however, the truck should run
normally otherwise."
This is not the only measure
C am pus Dining is taking
toward sustainability. Each

□ N E - D N - D N E T U T O R IN G
A C A D E M IC M E N T O R IN G

w eek, 6 ,0 0 0 pounds of
cardboard is recycled as well
as much of the aluminum,
plastic, glass, and paper used
in Campus Dining. In addition,
300 pounds of produce
trimmings and egg shells are
composted daily, along with
m any buckets of coffee
grounds. For more than a
decade Campus Dining has
been am ong the annual
w in n e rs in th e W a s te
Reduction Awards Program
which recognizes businesses
m aking
strides
In
sustainability.

G U A R A N T E ED RESU LTS!
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Poly baseball team fells
Cal Poly freshman shortstop
Kyle Sm ith was 3 for 5 with
two RBI in the loss.
SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

LOS ANGELES — Junior left
fielder Lucas Duda s three-run home
run in the second inning staked
Southern California to a 6-1 lead
and the No. 25 Trojans held on for a

B a s k e tb a ll
continuedjrom page 16

6-4 victory over Cal Poly in a non
conference baseball game Tuesday
night at Dedeaux Field.
Cal Poly rallied for a run in the
sixth and two more in the seventh to
cut u s e ’s lead to 6-4, but could get
no closer in falling to 0-4 on the sea
son. The Trojans (1-0) gave Chad
Kreuter a win in his coaching debut
at u s e .
Derrick Saito pitched brilliantly

in relief for Cal Poly, allowing no
runs, no hits and no walks with 10
strikeouts in five inning^. The loss
went to freshman Steven Fischback
(0-2), who allowed six runs and six
hits in two-plus innings. Evan Reed
pitched a perfect eighth inning for
the Mustangs.
Sophomore southpaw Tommy
Milone picked up the win, allowing
two runs and six hits in six innings

Mustang daily
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Qrossword

ACRO SS
1 Nobodies
6 1969 bioptc
starring Omar
Sharif
9 PenicNIin treats
it
14 Throw off
15 Shade
16 Old NBC
courtroom
drama
17 Satan?
19 R%q8
20 Steeled
21 Tight-fitting
woman's
garment
22 Preclusion
23 Visine?
26 Luke's father in
‘Star Wars"
29 Crabber’s bait
30 Takes to heart?
31 Chest site
32 Plague

34 Spruce up
some fabric?
38 Tones down
39 Indistinguishable
42 Subject of a
museum in
Austin. Minn.
46 Some name
suffixes
47 Kvetches
48 Idaho symboT^
51 Drain unclogger
52 Track events
53 Psychologist
who launched
behaviorism
56 Taurotragus
oryx
57 Fighter s dare
... or a hint to
answenng 17-,
23-, 34- and
48-Across
60 _ Jams, old
comic actress
61 The George and
Dragon, e g.
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Unavoidable

•

DOWN
1 Letter from
London
2 Classy

PODCAST

TT"

TT

Capture

36^

H IG H L IG H T S M EN'S
A N D W O M EN 'S
BASKETBALL SEASON

3T-

3 Muse
4 It's in the dumps
5 Thrill
6 Reprove
7 Goth subjugator

n

JT

8 Lines of thought, iè
for short?
w
9 1948 campaign
name
10 It has its ups
and clowns
11 Bnng back
12 Brought out
13 Professor's
workload
18 “01' Man River"
composer
21 Less than

éó
U
Puate by Lynn Lwitp«l

37 One With a
mission

44 Ultimately

55"Buon a___*

45 Bully

40 Mam Idea

57 Spill catcher

47 Fed

41 Legal
conclusion?

49 Big name m
trucks

24 Least likely to
get it
25 Lets out

42 ‘Angels in
America’
actress

50 First-ever
N B A lottery
pick

27 Glisters of
tennis

43 One-dish meal

54 Cry of joy

28 SALT concern

For answers call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute, or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years. 1-888-7-ACROSS
Onkne subscnptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes comA^rosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips* nytimes com^zzleforum Crosswords for young
solvers, nytimes oom/leaming/xwords.

32 Rrate battler
33 G a ss

uuuu uayy yyuuy
uuuy uuüQ yyyyy

36 Michigan's___
Broad College
of Business

35 Unseats

suldolku

58 Biochemistry
abbr.

22 Suffolk sound
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with no walks and six strikeouts.
The Trojans scored a run in the
first inning on Matt Cusick’s RBI
single but Cal Poly answered with a
run in the second on singles by
Ryan Lee, Pat Pezet and Kyle Smith.
u s e then broke the game open
with a five-run second-inning rally.
The Trojans bunched together two
walks and four hits — the key blow
Duda’s three-run home run to right.

59 Lyricist
Washington
who won two
Oscars for
songwntmg

TOAAV^ SCN.UVWN«
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who suffered a season-ending
ACL injury Nov. 28. Other play
ers in the rotation who have
missed significant time this season
include starting shooting guard
Toni Newman (leg stress fracture),
backup point guard Ashlee
Stewart (ankle sprain) and combo
guard Kyla Howell (ineligible).
Newman and Stewart have
since returned and started in the
backcourt Saturday in Cal Poly’s
78-72 Big West win over visiting
Cal State Northridge, a game in
which they combined for 14
points on 6-for-12 shooting, 15
rebounds, four assists and four j
steals.
“With all our injuries and stuff, ;
Jess has really been forced to step
up,” Nakamoto said. “She’s shoul
dered a lot o f the weight the
whole season. We’ve got Toni back
now, so there’s not as much pres
sure on her.”
There is not as much pressure
on the upperclassmen as there was
earlier in the season because of
the improved performances of Cal
Poly’s six freshmen, including
power forward Bria Fields (9.5
ppg, 5.9 rpg).
“O ur freshmen are starting to
get comfortable in game experi
ence,” Nakamoto said. “T hat’s
really making a huge difference
for us. The seniors all feel more
comfortable with the freshmen,
leaving the game for them.”
Tonight marks the last game in
Cal Poly’s four-game home stand.
The Mustangs play four o f their
final six on the road before the
Big West tourney, which runs
from March 7 to 10 in Anaheim.
As for the UC Davis game,
there are more reasons than meet
the eye in terms of it being a
rivalry.
“We compete with them for
recruits, so it’s big to be able to say
we beat them, or at least split with
them, m this case,” Nakamoto
said.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

If you like working with children
and are interested in tutoring at
local elementary schools, come by
the S C S office in UU 2 1 7 or email
scsyouthprograms@gmail.com

Hotel Front D esk
Flexible, Pism o Beach
(805) 773-7476

Babysiter Needed Looking for an
experienced babysitter to watch a
1 5 month toddler. Once or twice a
week for 3 hours. Please send a
resume and references to
daniel84002000@ hotm ail.com .
Good pay and will pay more for
som eone familiar with American
Sign Language. (805) 7 0 4 -2 4 3 3

Research Candidates
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants wIlTi
Candidiasis. Are you 1 8 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. 8 0 5 -5 4 9 -7 5 7 0
PART TIME NANNY
to care for 6 mo. old baby in
Los O sos. References required.
$10/hr. Days negotiable.
Please call 3 1 0 .6 0 0 .5 3 5 0

EngHsh Tutor / Mentor
Experienced, effective, and
certified. Especially helpful
in e ssa y composition.
Please call: (805) 4 5 8 -5 9 0 7
Research Candidates
C M R G is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had sym ptom s longer than 7 days
and le ss than 2 8 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain,
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 8 0 5 -5 4 9 -7 5 7 0
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.

¡“..VC!

Winter/Spring Positions Available
Earn up to 1 5 0 $ per day
Exp not Required.
Undercover shoppers needed
To Judge Retail and
Dining Establishments.
Call 8 0 0 -7 2 2 -4 7 9 1

FOR SALE
Pure White Male & Female
English Bulldog Puppies
AKC registered, champion
bloodlines, health guaranteed.
Wormed, shots, vet checked.
7 weeks old. Available NOW
for $ 8 0 0 each. Email:
morganlewis02@yahoo.com
or call 2 0 6 -9 8 4 -2 8 5 9

HO M ES FOR SALE
Free List of all H o u se s and
C ondos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
• (805) 5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email
steve@slohom es.com
Beautiful 4 B R located near 1 0 1
SLO. This 2-story custom has 3
Full baths & a cozy Family Room.
Quick a cce ss to Poly. $ 7 0 9 ,0 0 0 .
CALL U S ON CONDOS, TOO.
ADOBE REALTY 5 4 3 -2 6 9 3

RENTAL HOUSING

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND scarf in University Cashier
Call Betty: 7 5 6 -2 3 1 0
FOUND: Silver Crescent - shaped
hoop earrings. (646) 4 8 3 -9 6 4 7
REW ARD for lost gold bracelet with
heart and “Frances’’ engraved
Please call: (805) 4 6 4 -1 0 0 0
FOUND Bluetooth headset in
library Sunday (1/14)
Please call (916) 6 1 6 -7 4 3 4
FOUND Skateboard at Custom er
Service Poly Card Office
Call: (805) 7 5 6 -5 9 3 9

Room Available for Winter/Spring
M aster Bdrm with 2 wak-in
closets, BR, shower, W/D included.
Chill roommates, very clean. Stay
for sum m er possible. $ 8 0 0 OBO
Please call: (949) 5 1 0 -1 8 8 6

FOUND W om an’s watch near
Foothill Blvd. Call (916) 2 1 4 -5 0 9 0

AN N O U N C EM EN TS

REWARD: Lost Tl 8 9 Calculator
Call Joe at (805) 2 3 4 -3 9 3 4

S K Y B iv r W T
1 0 0 % ADRENALINE R U SH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydlvetaft.com
(661) 7 6 5 -5 8 6 7

LOST Motorola cell phone
contact: hduong@calpoly.edu

FOUND: S u n g la sse s in Bldg 13
________Call 9 0 9 -6 3 3 -8 0 2 2
M issin g anything?
Lost and Found ad s are FREE

SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS

Sports

Sports Editor: Tristan Aird • mustan3dailysports@3mail.com
Assistant Sports Editor: Frank StranzI
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Ehxo of forwaids lead Musteng
women into UC Davis game
Jessica Eggleston and Megan
Harrison com bined for 78
points in the Mustangs’ last
two games, both wins.

Tristan Aird
MUSTANC; DAIIY
S

It is no coincidence that when
the Cal Poly women’s basketball
team is winning, its standout tan
dem of forwards performs well.
So well, in fact, that senior*
Jessica Eggleston and sophomore
Megan Harrison combined for 78
points, 28 rebounds, 12 assists and
six steals over their past two games
last week in leading the Mustangs
to consecutive victories for the
first time since November 2006.
“They complement each other
really nicely,” Cal Poly assistant
coach Kerri Nakamoto said of
Eggleston and Harrison. “ Insideout, one plays perimeter, one plays
inside. They can swap equally well
from there. They look for each
other now. After a year of playing
together, they’ve really developed
their game together.”
Nakamoto spoke Monday at a
weekly athletics department press
conference in the absence of head
coach Faith Mimnaugh, who was
busy recruiting.
Eggleston, Harrison and the rest
of the Mustangs (7-12, 3-4 Big
West Conference) will be looking
for their third straight win when
rival UC Davis (9-12) visits Mott
Gym for a nonconference game at
7 p.m. today. UC Davis is indepen
dent of a conference because it is

IF YOU GO...
Who: UC Davis at Cal Poly
What: Nonconference
women’s basketball game
When: 7 p.m. today
Where: Mott Gym
Need to Know: The
Mustangs (7*12, 3-4 Big
West Conference) hope to
avenge a 78-64 loss to the
Aggies on Jan. 11 in Davis.
still transitioning from the Division
II ranks, but it will officially join
the Big West next season.
Cal Poly will be trying to
avenge a 78-64 loss at UC Davis
on Jan. 11 in which the Mustangs
committed 25 turnovers and shot
37.1 percent from the field.
“Last time we played Davis, we
played them zone because they
have a really good motion set
where they run a lot of screens and
cuts,” Nakamoto said. “We thought
it’d be difficult to match up with
them man-to-man.”
One player difficult to match up
with m an-to-m an has been
Eggleston, who was named Big
West Player of the Week on
Monday for the second time in her
career. She leads Cal Poly in points
per game (13.8), rebounds per
game (7.8), assists (54) and is tied
for the team lead in steals (40).
Eggleston, who is ninth all-time
in points scored at Cal Poly with
927, is 73 shy of becoming the sev
enth player since the program’s
inception in the 1974-75 season to
reach 1,000 points in a career.
“Athletically, there’s not a player

X .

A (pretend)
trip to Super
Bowl X U
M edia D ay

Ì9
V

John Middlekauflf
SPECIAL TO THE MUSTANG DAILY

ello to everyone in San
Luis Obispo.

NICK CAMACHO

F lU PHOTO

Cal Poly senior forward Jessica Eggleston is the reigning Big West
Conference Player o f the Week. She averages 13.8 points, 7.8
rebounds, 2.8 assists and 2.1 steals per game.
in the league that can match up
That production has been key
with (Eggleston),” Nakamoto said. for an injury-plagued team that is
“She’s worked on her outside shot, playing without four-year starting
which is making her even more of point guard Sparkle Anderson,
a dangerous weapon.”
see Basketball, page 15

Poly surfing club team continues to grow
The team finished 24th among 29
teams at the National Scholastic
Surlily Association competition
in Ventura on Jan. 20.
Jackie Pugh
MUSTANG UAILY

The return of the Cal Poly surf
ing club team has been long over
due, but finally the club is back to
hit the waves.
The group’s president, business
sophomore Derek Davis, started
recruiting students last quarter
after realizing all the interest in
surfing around campus.
Cal Poly competes against other
schools and provides an opportu
nity to surf with friends and net
work for rides to the beach.
The club recently returned from
its first National Scholastic Surfing
Association competition in Ventura
on Jan. 20. Placing 24th out of 29
teams, the all-day competition
began at 6:45 a.m. and consisted of
29 total heats with 15 heats in the
first round and whoever advances
to the top three in the second.

C3al Poly shortboarder and agri
cultural business senior Matt
Cooke advanced to the second
round.
“There was a lot of good com
petition who really rip from »ther
schools,” Cooke said.
While Mira Costa College of
Manhattan Beach won the compe
tition, there was a mix of UC and
CSU schools as well as community
colleges that competed in the heat.
“There are 29 teams total and at
least 18 or 19 are state or UC
schools, the rest are community
colleges,” Cooke said. “ I’m just
really happy that Cal Poly is get
ting on the boat.”
The surf club is now looking to
end the season stronger as it takes
on its next competition from Feb.
9 to 10 in Huntington Beach.
However, Cal Poly surf club
team member and biology sopho
more Megan Cimino made it clear
that those interested don’t have to
surf competitively to be in the
club.
“We plan to have surf trips and
social events for the rest of the
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Cal Poly business sophomore Derek Davis surfs in Costa Rica during
spring break last year. He has helped revamp the Cal Poly surfing
club team.
year,” she said.
The club plans on visiting South
Jetty, Sands Pitts and the Hazards
around this area, as well as a trip to
Mexico or Big Sur for spring
break.
Tryouts were held two weeks
ago at Studio Drive in Cayucos.

“Sixteen people came out for
nine spots,” Davis said. “And this
was within a week o f advertising.”
Similar to an NSSA competi
tion, the people trying out had a
five-minute paddle out with 15minute heats. Selection was based
see Surfing, page 14

I’m reporting from South
Beach, Miami compliments o f the
Mustang Daily.
Even though they only flew me
to Alabama, and didn’t give me any
hotel accommodations. I’ll make
do.
*
I learn by doing.
I also just realized it was only a
one-way flight, and they didn’t
even give me tickets to the actual
game. Who cares how I got here,
or that I don’t have tickets, all that
matters is I’m at the greatest event
in the world — the Super Bowl!
This has become a modern-day
holiday for all Americans.
Sooner than later, it may actual
ly be a national holiday. No joke. A
group has actually started the Web
site
SuperBowlMonday.com,
which has the sole purpose of
generating enough hits to have a
legitimate argument for Congress
to make the Monday after each
Super Bowl a day o f rest and
recovery. Now that is my type of
holiday.
Super Bowl Sunday has taken
on a life of its own.There are more
than 5,(K)() media members sent to
cover this event. Five thousand!
You can’t even begin to compre
hend the craziness. It is literally a
circus. I even tried to look for
Snowflake, but she was nowhere to
be found.
Since the Mustang Daily forgot
to give me a media pass, I had to
find another way in. I finally found
an opening right down the middle
of the Colts defense. 1 was in —
free to ask all the questions I want
ed to.
I was so tired o f hearing the
same pointless questions asked by
the same boring reporters. It’s
either “Peyton, will the thumb
injury affect your ability to throw
the out to Wayne?” or “Lovie, why
does your team get no respect?”
I was not going to let myself fall
into that mold. It was time for a
reporter to ask the questions that
see Johnny, page 14

